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Italian Cheese A Guide To Its Discovery And Appreciation
Is there a food more delightful, ubiquitous, or accessible than cheese? This book is a charming and engaging love letter to the food that
Clifton Fadiman once called "milk’s leap toward immortality." Examining some cheeses we know as well as some we don’t; the processes,
places, and people who make them; and the way cheeses taste us as much as we taste them, each chapter takes up a singular and exciting
aspect of cheese: Why do we relish cheese? What facts does a cheese lover need to know? How did cheese lead to cheesiness? What’s
the ideal way to eat cheese—in Paris, Italy, and Wisconsin? Why does cheese comfort us, even when it reeks? Finally, what foods pair well
with which cheeses? Eric LeMay brings us cheese from as near as Formaggio Kitchen in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to as far as the Slow
Food International Cheese Festival in Bra, Italy. In the witty, inventive, and wise company of his best girl, Chuck, he endures surly fromagers
in Paris and dodges pissing goats in Vermont, a hurricane in Cambridge, and a dispiriting sense of hippie optimism in San Francisco; looks
into curd and up at the cosmos; and even dons secondhand polyester to fathom America’s 1970s fondue fad. The result is a plucky and pithy
tour through everything worth knowing about cheese. *** AN EXCERPT FROM THIS BOOK APPEARS IN BEST AMERICAN FOOD
WRITING 2009 *** It’s a challenge to describe the flavor of an excellent French cheese. Chuck and I were in our tiny rental in the Marais,
hovering over a Langres. We didn’t have the funds for Champagne, but we had managed to get tipsy on a serviceable vin de pays, which is
also a pleasant way to eat a Langres. "It doesn’t play well with others," Chuck continued, the thick smack of pâte slowing her speech. "It
doesn’t respect lesser cheese." "It’s like a road trip through Arizona in an old Buick," I offered. "It has a half-life inside your teeth." "It has
ideas." "It gradually peels off the skin on the roof of your mouth." "It attains absolute crustiness and absolute creaminess." Anyone can read
that a salt-washed Langres is "salty," then taste its saltiness, but not everyone will taste in it the brilliant and irascible character of Proust’s
Palamède de Guermantes, Baron de Charlus. Yet these more personal descriptions capture the experience of a Langres. It sparks
associative leaps, unforeseen flashbacks, inspired flights of poetry and desire. Its riches reveal your own. W. H. Auden once remarked that
when you read a book, the book also reads you. The same holds true for cheese: it tastes you. —From Immortal Milk
"Tasting Wine and Cheese explains how to taste, evaluate and appreciate wine and cheese, helping you learn how 'taste' works, how to think
about food and wine in general, and how to bring them together in combinations that will bring a smile to your face! But, learning is only half
the fun. Tasting Wine and Cheese accompanies you on a tasty safari into pairing principles through individual chapters that highlight wines
and the cheeses that love them. Each chapter (sparkling, white, red and dessert/fortified) presents individual wine types in a clear, informative
way that is at once an excellent reference and entertaining. Simply look up the grape you're drinking that night, and a wealth of pairing
information is at your fingertips. There's even a chapter on using condiments in your pairings to add another layer of flavor to your
combinations"--Amazon.com.
An introduction to Italian cooking, including recipes for soups, fish, meats, salads, vegetables, eggs, cheese, desserts, and a variety of other
Italian dishes.
In this book, you will find easy, healthful, tantalizing recipes for every occasion that will hit the spot AND impress. Intertwined with funny
anecdotes and real stories, A City Girl's Guide to the Kitchen offers not only step-by-step culinary lessons, tips, and wine pairings, but a
recipe for young women making it on their own through all of life's trials and tribulations. Complete with an easy to understand wine guide as
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well as an index of cooking tips and pantry essentials, A City Girl's Guide to the Kitchen turns even the most complex cooking into an
everyday affair.
Provides directions for preserving fruit, vegetables, and meat using the methods of pickling, freezing, bottling, drying, salting, and curing.
Catching Terrosits in America , analyzes the law enforcement agencies and procedures utilized in catching domestic and foreign terrorists
from the 1950s to the present, including members of domestic groups ranging from the Klan to the Symbionese Liberation Army of Patty
Heart fame to freelancers such as Timothy McVeigh, as well as foreign groups such as al-Qaeda. The author concludes by gauging the
effectiveness of these efforts.Terrorism did not first strike America on 9/11/2001, or even with the first World Trade Center bombings in 1993.
Much of the second half of the 20th century witnessed terrorism of several different ideological types: the Klan, the Black Liberation Army, the
Weather Underground, the Symbionese Liberation Army (famous for kidnapping and brainwashing Patty Hearst), several Puerto Rican
groups; freelancers such as the Unabomber Ted Kaczinski and the Oklahoma city bombers McVeigh and Rudolph; and on the foreign front
not just al-Qaeda but the likes of the liberation fronts for Croatians, Armenians and Cubans. This book examines the law enforcement fight
against such terrorists, the methodologies employed, the effectiveness of such counter-terrorist agendas and how successful they proved to
be. and
This book teaches the basics of creating queso blanco, fromage blanc, ricotta, feta, cheddar, gouda, Monterey jack, mozzarella, parmesan,
and many other cheeses in addition to sour cream, yogurt, and butter. For anyone with a desire to start experimenting with dairy products at
home, this book is the ideal starting point.
Italian CheeseTwo Hundred Traditional Types : a Guide to Their Discovery and AppreciationSlow Food International
Presents 345 cheesemakers in the United States, with each profile describing the cheesemaker and its history, cheeses, location, and
availability.
A practical handbook for food lovers explains how to select the finest and most flavorful ingredients and pantry staples, offering a host of
ingenious buying recommendations, entertaining anecdotes, cooking suggestions, and simple recipes. Simultaneous.
Flavour is key to the acceptance of cheese products among consumers and is therefore a critical issue for professionals in the dairy industry.
However, the manufacture of cheeses that are consistently safe and flavourful often eludes scientists. Developments such as high throughput
genome sequencing and metabolite analysis are having a significant impact on research, leading to the development of new tools to control
and improve the flavour of cheese. With contributions from an international array of acclaimed authors, Improving the flavour of cheese,
provides crucial reviews of recent research in the field. The book begins with a summary of cheese ripening and the compounds associated
with cheese flavour. Part one discusses the metabolism of specific substrates to flavour compounds by microbes associated with milk and
cheese. Part two reviews the influence of ingredients, processing and certain chemical and physical factors on cheese flavour. Part three
addresses the measurement of cheese flavour. The book concludes with a selection of case studies on specific product types such as hard
Italian, brined cheese, as well as low fat and soft-ripened cheeses. Improving the flavour of cheese provides a unique review of emerging
techniques and ideas to control the flavour of cheese. This original book will be a standard reference for those concerned with the
development and manufacture of cheese. Discusses the wealth of research in the area of flavour development Reviews the influence of
ingredients, processing and certain chemical and physical factors on cheese flavour Concludes with a selection of case studies on specific
product types
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“Drinking good wine with good food in good company is one of life's most civilized pleasures.” -Michael Broadbent Food and Beverages are
integral part of our culture and lifestyle. If you have picked this book, it is because you are keen to learn about food and beverages or you
might be looking for a way to pursue a successful career in F&B. This book covers a lot of interesting and challenging questions frequently
asked to aspiring F&B professionals during the interviews. With over 2,150 questions and answers depicting a range of topics like wine,
liqueurs, liquors, food and accompaniments, you will also get a plethora of lesser known facts like lip tea, sparkling sake, aquafaba, glowing
liqueur, edible cutlery etc. This book aims to help you in cracking your job interviews, viva-voce and other F&B related exams.
Describes the history, taste, appearance, and availability of various cheeses from around the world and offers tips on serving them
Looks at the culinary traditions of each region of Italy and provides restaurant listings, hotel listings, and descriptions of regional specialties
and local products.
55 % discount for bookstores! Your customer will never stop using this amazing BOOK! This book provides 50 of the world's most popular
and well-known cheese recipes in one easy-to-follow resource designed to help even the most inexperienced of cheese enthusiasts get
started creating at home. The basics of cheese making will be covered right from the start, giving you a detailed guide to everything you need
to create your own cheese products, including equipment, products, time and money. You'll learn the basics of food safety as it relates to
cheese and which parts of the product you can use and which you need to discard. You'll learn the essentials of what each different type of
cheese entails, including hard, soft and Italian cheeses, among others. With recipes gathered from the best resources around the world, you'll
then be able to start making cheeses for yourself, ranging from the creaminess of fromage blanc to the sharp bite of cheddar or the soft
meltiness of mozzarella. For all cheese lovers who have dreamed of making their own cheeses at home, this book is for you. When buying
cheese making supplies it is a good idea to find a Cheese Making Recipe first, then start making a list of the ingredients and equipment you
will need to make your cheese. Yummy recipes in this book: COATED & RUBBED CHEESES BLOOMY-RIND AND SURFACE-RIPENED
CHEESES WASHED-RIND AND SMEARED-RIND CHEESES BLUE CHEESES VEGAN CHEESE BUY NOW and let your customer became
addicted to this incredible BOOK
Meticulously researched and compiled by expert food writers of the international Slow Food movement, Italian Cheese was first published in
2001. This new edition of the book is 45 percent larger than the original and now profiles 290 distinct styles of traditional cheese. Organized
by region, the book covers a wide range of typical Italian cheeses. Readers will discover not only familiar favorites like Parmigiano Reggiano
and Grana Padano, but less well known styles like the nutty Taleggio, a washed-rind cheese from Lombardy that has been made in the
Valsassina foothills since the 9th century. Or Caciocavallo from southern Italy, with its distinctive purselike shape. Entries describe how these
traditional products are made and give readers a context for understanding the time-honored farming and cheesemaking practices that are
rooted in the Italian landscape and culture. Attractive color photographs accompany each description and illustrate each type of cheese.
Toasted golden in a pan or browned to melty perfection under the broiler, grilled cheese is the ultimate comfort food -- and a meal in itself.
And believe it or not, it just got better. Author Marlena Spieler has created 50 mouthwatering new takes on this fromagophile's favorite. Her
tantalizing pairings range from hearty Sage Sausage and Jack Cheese with Preserved Lemon to Melted Alpenzell, Emmentaler, Pear, and
Cumin. There are also plenty of new twists on the tried and true, such as Smoky Bacon and Cheddar with Chipotle Relish or Fresh
Mozzarella, Prosciutto, and Fig Jam. Oozing with cheese suggestions, an array of quick-to-make mustards, and tips on choosing the perfect
bread for each sandwich, this cookbook will make anyone stand up and say "cheese!"
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The secrets to Italian cooking, straight from the source—the wildly popular food emporium that is founded in Italy. "The more you know, the
more you will enjoy" is the philosophy behind Eataly, and it is the idea behind this essential compendium of Italian cooking. Here, Eataly’s
team of experts, including Mario Batali and Lidia Bastianich, covers everything you need to know about Italian food, starting from the ground
up. Learn how to assemble an antipasto platter, how to eat breakfast like an Italian, and how to use pantry flavor boosters like capers and
anchovies. The first secret to the best cooking, of course, is the best-quality ingredients. How to Eataly tells you what to look for in the market,
then offers one hundred recipes for contemporary classics such as Acorn Squash with Lentils, Vesuvio Pasta with Sausage, and Panna Cotta
with Streusel. In addition, the book is packed with simple ideas for what to do with staples, from olive oil to mozzarella. Whether you are
cooking from scratch or using some store-bought components, How to Eataly empowers you to create delicious meals by fostering a total
understanding of Italian cooking.
Discover these exciting destinations with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to soak up the
atmosphere in Naples' Centro Storico, gaze out at the views from Ravello or kick back in seaside Sorrento, The Rough Guide to Naples,
Pompeii and the Amalfi Coast will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. - Independent, trusted reviews
written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get the most out of your visit, with options to suit
every budget. Full-colour maps throughout - navigate the backstreets of Naples' Quartieri Spagnoli or grasp the layout of historic
Herculaneum without needing to get online. -Stunning images a rich collection of inspiring colour photography. Things not to miss - Rough
Guides' rundown of the Napoli, Pompeii and Amalfi Coast region's best sights and experiences. - Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help
you organize your trip. Detailed regional coverage - whether off the beaten track or in more mainstream tourist destinations, this travel guide
has in-depth practical advice for every step of the way. Areas covered include: Naples; the Campi Flegrei; Herculaneum; Mount Vesuvius;
Oplontis; Pompeii; Sorrento; Capri; Ischia; Procida; Caserta; the Capuas; Benevento; the Amalfi Coast. Attractions include: Paestum; Museo
Nazionale di Capodimonte; Cumae; Ravello; Pompeii; Cappella Sansevero; Sorrento; Herculaneum; Museo Archeologico Nazionale; Villa
San Michele; the Solfatara; Amalfi; Vesuvius; La Mortella. Basics- essential pre-departure practical information including getting there, local
transport, accommodation, food and drink, the media, festivals, culture and etiquette, health and more. Background information - a Contexts
chapter devoted to history, books, film and a handy language section and glossary. Make the Most of Your Time on Earth with The Rough
Guide to Naples, Pompeii and the Amalfi Coast.
Breads, salads, pasta, fondue, quesadillas, pizza, and quiche are our favorite comfort foods. And all have something in common—they're
better with cheese! Multimillion-dollar marketing campaigns and international awards (not to mention those infamous Cheeseheads) have
made Wisconsin cheese famous. That heritage is celebrated in this book that includes more than 100 recipes, cheesemaking (and eating)
history and trivia, suggested wine pairings, a source list of fine cheese retailers, and much more.
Discover this exciting country with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to experience the buzz of
reborn Medellín, learn salsa in Cali or go diving in gorgeous Providencia, The Rough Guide to Colombia will show you the ideal places to
sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty
and insight, to help you get the most out of your visit, with options to suit every budget. Full-colour maps throughout - navigate the barrios of
Bogotá or Cartagena's atmospheric Centro Histórico without needing to get online. Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour
photography. Things not to miss - Rough Guides' run down of Colombia's best sights and experiences. Itineraries - carefully planned routes
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to help you organize your trip. Detailed regional coverage - whether off the beaten track or in more mainstream tourist destinations, this travel
guide has in-depth practical advice for every step of the way. Areas covered include: Bogotá and around; the Caribbean coast; San Andrés
and Providencia; Medellín and the Zona Cafetera; Cali and the southwest; the Pacific coast' Los Llanos and Amazonas. Attractions include:
the colonial churches of Popayán; Parque Nacional Natural Los Nevados; Bogotá's museums; adventure sports in San Gil; the tombs of
Tierrandentro; Johnny Cay; Villa de Levya; the statues of San Agustín; Parque Nacional Natural Tayrona; Cartagena's Old Town; Zipaquíra
Salt Cathedral; salsa in Cali; and Mompox. Basics - essential pre-departure practical information including getting there, local transport,
accommodation, food and drink, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, health, culture and etiquette, shopping, travelling with
children and more. Background information - a Contexts chapter devoted to history, nature, music, religion and recommended books, plus a
Spanish language section and glossary. Make the Most of Your Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to Colombia About Rough Guides:
Escape the everyday with Rough Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known for our "tell it like it is" attitude, up-to-date content and
great writing. Since 1982, we've published books covering more than 120 destinations around the globe, with an ever-growing series of
ebooks, a range of beautiful, inspirational reference titles, and an award-winning website. We pride ourselves on our accurate, honest and
informed travel guides.

"The first guide to Italy's traditional cheeses describes and documents two hundred and five farmhouse specialities with
original texts and photographs. This inventory has been compiled by Slow Food as a contribution to the conservation of a
vast heritage of local products, born of Italy's extraordinarily varied landscapes, natural environments, dairy breeds and
cheesemaking techniques. A long, endlessly surprising, journey of discovery and pleasure through the Italy of "solid
milk". With a wealth of information on cheese families, maturing, the art of cutting, and the vocabulary of cheese."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Learn how to make delicious and exotic cheeses at home with this simple guide to cheese makingLots of people think
making cheese is hard. They're wrong! This guide will teach you how you can impress your friends and family by making
your own cheese at home using only a few simple ingredients. Making cheese is fun and it also gives you the peace of
mind of knowing exactly what you and your family are eating. As if that weren't enough, you'll be shocked at how easy it
is to make exquisite, artisan cheeses for a fraction of the price of buying these same cheeses at the store. Cheese
making is a centuries old art that is enjoying modern renaissance as home cooks around the world are discovering how
easy and fun it is to make your own cheese. Let this book show you exactly how to make cheese that is tasty and
healthy! In addition to teaching you the basics of cheese making, this book includes recipes for making many of the
world's most popular cheeses. Simply follow the step-by-step instructions and by the end of this book you will be a
master cheese maker of a variety of cheese from around the world. Learn how to make delicious Italian cheeses like
Ricotta, exotic artisan inspired cheeses like a spicy jalapeno Gouda, humble American classics like Monterey Jack, and
many more! This delightful, comprehensive guide to home
cheese making is packed with simple, easy-to-follow
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instructions for making amazing cheeses you never thought you were capable of making on your own. Cooking and
nutrition expert Albert Pino has spent years working with some of the most passionate artisan cheese producers, both at
home and abroad, learning the many tricks of the cheese making trade. He has condensed what he has learned into this
simple cheese making cookbook that anyone can use as their handbook to start from scratch and create a diverse range
of cheeses. This book covers all you need to know to make cheese at home including which milks to use (and which
milks not to use!), starters, cultures, coagulants, bacteria, and of course complete cheese making recipes! Grab your
copy of How to Make Cheese and start impressing your friends and family with all of the amazing quality cheeses you will
be able to create all by yourself starting today!
Slow Food is sweeping the nation, at a snail's pace. This international organization was started in Italy by people who
perceive McDonald's as the symbol of a society that is overshooting its own limits. The greatest loss of all is the pleasure
of eating foods that are made without the restrictions of time. Many of the cheeses portrayed in this delightful
book--stracciata, giuncata, formaggio di fossa, formaggetta della valle Argentina--are not household names and they
probably never will be. They're a few of the 201 traditional Italian farmhouse cheeses lovingly described in this new book
from Slow Food International as a "contribution to the conservation of a vast heritage of local products, born of Italy's
extraordinarily varied landscapes, natural environments, dairy breeds, and cheesemaking techniques." Starting with
illustrated descriptions of traditional and industrial cheesemaking, Slow Food's authors take us through the processes of
buying, tasting, and storing cheeses. Dictionaries of tasting terms and the language of cheeses and cheesemaking
provide essential preludes for the heart of this book--descriptions of Italy's farmhouse cheeses, traditionally made from
cow's, ewe's, and goat's milk. Organized by region and accompanied by elegant color photographs, each description
covers how the cheese is made and matured, along with historical and geographic nuggets. Written by people in love
with farmhouse cheeses, and with everything small, local, slow, and traditional foods and food systems represent, this is
an informative and hopeful book, celebrating a rich, rural European tradition. This book will make you start packing your
bags for a cheese lover's tour of Italy.
Any way you cut it, cheese has global appeal. Cheese is one of the most varied and flavorful foods in the world. Its
unique appeal lies in its range of textures, aromas, flavors, means of production, and milk sources. With this guide,
readers will discover everything they need to know about European and American cheeses, including the growth of
artisan cheeses, how to shop for cheese, combining cheese with food and drink, cooking cheese, and making cheese. *
Over the past two decades, the quality, availability and popularity of artisan cheeses has grown * Cheese consumption
has increased from 11.3 to 31.2 pounds per person over the last 30 years * 1?3 of the supermarkets offer full-service
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cheese counters with up to 300 varieties
American Farmstead Cheese is the essential resource for aspiring and experienced cheesemakers. The book is packed
with cheesemaking history, technique, artistry, and business strategies. Paul Kindstedt explores the rich traditions of
European and early American cheeses and their influence on today's artisan and farmstead cheesemakers. Kindstedt
combines his love for small scale cheese production with his scientific expertise to provide a wealth of practical
resources.
With more than 250 recipes from Italy's nineteen distinct regions, Italian Vegetarian Cooking makes that coutry's
vegetarian cuisine available to American cooks. Complete with recommendations for Italian wines and a region-by-region
guide to local specialties. Illustrated.
Following the success of their 2010 James Beard Foundation Best Cookbook of the Year, The Country Cooking of
Ireland, Colman Andrews and Christopher Hirsheimer achieve the formidable feat of illuminating the world's most beloved
cuisine in an entirely new light. Drawing on more than 40 years of experience traveling and eating in Italy, Andrews
explores every region, from Piedmont to Puglia, and provides the fascinating origins of dishes both familiar and
unexpected. This gloriously photographed keepsake depicts an ingredient-focused culture deeply rooted in rural
traditions, in which even the most sophisticated dishes derive from more basic fare. With 230 sumptuous recipes
highlighting the abundant flavors of the land, all set against the backdrop of Andrews' vivid storytelling and Hirsheimer's
evocative images, this luxe book is sure to delight home chefs and lovers of Italian food alike.
Learn to make cheese in your own kitchen with simple instructions and easy to follow recipes.
Paula Lambert is a godsend to cheese lovers everywhere. She so yearned for delicious cheese that she built her own factory, the Mozzarella
Company, in Dallas, Texas. The Cheese Lover's Cookbook and Guide is her indispensable resource on buying, storing, cooking, and serving
cheese, and even making your own cheese at home. In more than 150 recipes, Lambert presents a down-to-earth approach to cooking with
many varieties, whether it's Gruyère, Camembert, or just tried-and-true Cheddar. Learn to put the cheeses you love into every meal, from
appetizers like a Savory Herbed Cheesecake to such desserts as an Orange-Ricotta Almond Tart. With so many wonderful cheeses
available, it can be difficult to choose among them. To help navigate this abundance of riches, The Cheese Lover's Cookbook and Guide
contains descriptions of a hundred cheeses by taste, texture, country of origin, and type of milk used to make them, as well as suggestions on
selecting cheeses and putting together a cheese course when entertaining. Reflecting various influences -- Southern, Mexican,
Southwestern, and Italian -- The Cheese Lover's Cookbook and Guide is at once international and familiar, and always full of flavor. Because
Lambert is a cheesemaker, she is not afraid to experiment in the kitchen, and she shares her delicious results. From the bold and unusual
Artichoke, Spinach, and Goat Cheese Spring Rolls to the delicious and traditional Fettuccine ai Quattro Formaggi, cheese is the main focus in
each of these artfully creative recipes. She also includes recipes for courageous and unintimidated cooks to make their own Crème Fraîche,
Fresh Cream Cheese, Cottage Cheese, Mascarpone, Ricotta, Queso Blanco, and Aged Tomme at home. For home chefs and anyone
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interested in learning more about the delicious world of cheese, The Cheese Lover's Cookbook and Guide is ideal. Every cheese lover will be
thrilled with the mouth-watering results.
Cheese is a unique food product which requires a significant amount of scientific knowledge to be produced successfully. However, due to
the many, complex and interrelated changes which occur during cheese manufacture and ripening, it is still not possible to guarantee the
production of premium quality cheese. Written by an international team of renowned contributors, Cheese problems solved provides
responses to over 200 of the most frequently asked questions about cheese and the cheese-making process, in a unique and practical
question-and-answer format. Opening chapters concentrate on queries regarding the preparation of cheese milk, the conversion of milk to
curd, the ripening process, pathogens, cheese analysis and nutritional aspects of cheese amongst other issues. The latter half of the book
discusses particular types of cheeses such as Cheddar, Grana-type cheeses, Mozzarella, Dutch-type, Swiss and Blue cheeses, to name but
a few. Edited by a leading expert and with contributions from specialists within the field, Cheese problems solved is an essential reference
and problem solving manual for professionals and trainees in the cheese industry. Provides responses to over 200 of the most frequently
asked questions about cheese and the cheese-making process An essential reference and problem solving manual for professionals and
trainees in the cheese industry Benefit from the knowledge of leading specialists in the field
This guide reviews some 350 recommended eating houses from Wimbledon to Wembley and Brixton to Brick Lane. It includes some very
cheap places and some potentially very expensive establishments, but the rule for inclusion is that it must be possible to eat at every
restaurant for under 35 pounds a head. Restaurants are grouped by area and should suit all budgets and tastes - cuisines include French,
Indian, Chinese, British, Caribbean, Polish and Ethiopian. The book contains three indexes: A-Z by name, cuisine type and mood to help
readers make the right decision.
Hearty soups, tender meats packed with the best spices, and thick sauces paired with pastas and raviolis. Risotto, gnocchi, polenta. Knack:
Italian Cooking teaches you how to make your favorite Italian dishes. 100 step-by-step main recipes and more than 250 variations. Never
thought you could create the incredible dishes of your favorite Italian restaurant? Well, now you can with Knack: Italian Cooking.
The discovery of cheese is a narrative at least 8,000 years old, dating back to the Neolithic era. Yet, after all of these thousands of years we
are still finding new ways to combine the same four basic ingredients - milk, bacteria, salt, and enzymes - into new and exciting products with
vastly different shapes, sizes, and colors, and equally complex and varied tastes, textures, and, yes, aromas. In fact, after a long period of
industrialized, processed, and standardized cheese, cheesemakers, cheesemongers, affineurs, and most of all consumers are rediscovering
the endless variety of cheeses across cultures. The Oxford Companion to Cheese is the first major reference work dedicated to cheese,
containing 855 A-Z entries on cheese history, culture, science, and production. From cottage cheese to Camembert, from Gorgonzola to
Gruyere, there are entries on all of the major cheese varieties globally, but also many cheeses that are not well known outside of their region
of production. The concentrated whey cheeses popular in Norway, brunost, are covered here, as are the traditional Turkish and Iranian
cheeses that are ripened in casings prepared from sheep's or goat's skin. There are entries on animal species whose milk is commonly (cow,
goat, sheep) and not so commonly (think yak, camel, and reindeer) used in cheesemaking, as well as entries on a few highly important
breeds within each species, such as the Nubian goat or the Holstein cow. Regional entries on places with a strong history of cheese
production, biographies of influential cheesemakers, innovative and influential cheese shops, and historical entries on topics like manorial
cheesemaking and cheese in children's literature round out the Companion's eclectic cultural coverage. The Companion also reflects a
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fascination with the microbiology and chemistry of cheese, featuring entries on bacteria, molds, yeasts, cultures, and coagulants used in
cheesemaking and cheese maturing. The blooms, veins, sticky surfaces, gooey interiors, crystals, wrinkles, strings, and yes, for some, the
odors of cheese are all due to microbial action and growth. And today we have unprecedented insight into the microbial complexity of cheese,
thanks to advances in molecular biology, whole-genome sequencing technologies, and microbiome research. The Companion is equally
interested in the applied elements of cheesemaking, with entries on production methodologies and the technology and equipment used in
cheesemaking. An astonishing 325 authors contributed entries to the Companion, residing in 35 countries. These experts included
cheesemakers, cheesemongers, dairy scientists, anthropologists, food historians, journalists, archaeologists, and on, from backgrounds as
diverse as the topics they write about. Every entry is signed by the author, and includes both cross references to related topics and further
reading suggestions. The endmatter includes a list of cheese-related museums and a thorough index. Two 16-page color inserts and well
over a hundred black and white images help bring the entries to life. This landmark encyclopedia is the most wide-ranging, comprehensive,
and reliable reference work on cheese available, suitable for both novices and industry insiders alike. "
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